Abstract—Due to the huge amounts of online learning materials, e-learning environments are becoming very popular as means of delivering lectures. One of the most common e-learning challenges is how to recommend quality learning materials to the students. Personalized e-learning recommender systems help to reduce information overload, which tailor learning material to meet individual student’s learning needs. This research focuses on using various recommendation and data mining techniques for personalized learning in e-learning environment.
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I. PURPOSE

The explosive growth in online learning materials has generated an urgent need for new techniques and access mechanisms to reduce information overload. eLearning recommender system has been paid a great attention by the researchers in the field of recommender system to solve the problem of information overload in learning materials and personalisation [1]-[3]. This research aims to develop a personalized e-learning recommender system to undergraduate students based on students’ level of knowledge, and students’ profiles with the use of online video learning materials.

The objectives of the project include:
- Developing a framework for supporting the development of the personalized eLearning recommender system.
- Developing a classification method to classify online video learning materials.
- Developing a profiling method to extract student profile and level of knowledge.
- A prototype will be designed as an intelligent tutor to save the time and effort of the lecturer and also increasing self-learning skills.

In this paper, we report on the design of the framework, which is able to detect students’ profiles and their level of knowledge and automatically recommend online video learning material that meets the student needs.

II. BACKGROUND/SIGNIFICANCE

UK universities accept thousands of international students every year, some of those students get accepted directly into second or third year through agreements between institutions which called ‘Direct Entry programme’.

Direct Entry programme accepts student according to specific requirements like qualifications and grade certificates without taking into account the learning styles in their countries, differences between learning materials in UK and their countries and knowledge level of the students in the courses which they applied to. These may cause a problem to the student during his study in the University, also the instructor will suffer from this situation as he/she will teach students have lack of information about the courses which they teach. From this problem the proposed idea tries to solve such problems by offering a personalised e-learning recommender system to help direct entry student to reduce the lack of information by estimating their knowledge level and after that online video learning materials will be recommended to them.

The goal of a Recommender System is to generate meaningful recommendations to a collection of users for items or products that might interest them. Suggestions for books on Amazon, or movies on Netflix, are real world examples of the operation of industry strength Recommender systems [4]. In other words, Recommender systems are information agents that attempt to predict which items out of large pool a user may be interested in and Recommend the best one to the target user [5].

Due to the huge amounts of online learning materials, eLearning environments are becoming very popular as means of delivering lectures. The challenge of eLearning environments with the existence of large number of learning materials is how to recommend quality learning materials to the students when they have limited time to view and study [6].

Also, due to the large development in internet in term of speed and the wide use of mobile phones and tablets with video capabilities, all these reasons made the use of video in eLearning very popular. Learning via video became one of the popular ways of education and brings new dimensions to the learning methods. For example, if certain course provide contents that include practical skills like building a PC or designing a network using simulator, these part of the course will be most benefit to see it in video rather than explained by text and static images [7].

Accordingly, eLearning recommender system has been paid a great attention by the researchers in the field of recommender system to solve the problem of information...
overload in learning materials and personalisation [1]-[3]. eLearning recommender system aims to predict suitable learning materials from large amount of learning data based on student preferences [8], [9].

Research contributions organised as following:

- Define a framework to support the development of personalised eLearning recommender system.
- Develop a dynamic hierarchical classification method/algorithm to classify online video learning materials using machine learning and information retrieval techniques.
- Develop a user profiling method to model student’s learning need and context determinations.
- Design personalised recommender system algorithm to filter learning materials to meet students’ personal needs.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Design of the Proposed Framework

As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed framework consists of two sides: the client side and the server side.

The server side:

- Student profiling module: processes student context information whether it’s explicit or implicit.
- Knowledge estimation module: gathers data to produce suitable information about a student’s knowledge level.
- Feedback module: deals with feedback retrieved from students to refine the recommendation process.
- Assessment module: provides dynamic assessment.
- Recommendation module: recommends learning material to individual student based on student’s knowledge and profile.
- Video searcher and classifier: classify and categorize video learning materials.

The client side:

- User interface module: it’s responsible for all transactions that can be happened between the web and computer.
- Student profile: it’s responsible for observe student usage behaviour and store it in student profiling module.

B. Data Collection

The required online learning materials will be retrieved from online video websites (initially YouTube) and classified and saved its links in dynamic learning materials repository to be recommended to the student.

The metadata of YouTube online videos are extracted using video searcher and classifier module. This metadata includes uploader dependent metadata (titles and descriptions) and uploader independent metadata (comments, No. of views, likes, dislikes … etc.) as shown in Fig. 2.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This proposed framework supports the development of personalised eLearning recommender system combining the techniques of student profiling, knowledge estimation, assessment and feedbacks in order to improve students learning process by recommending online video learning materials based on student profile and knowledge level. This paper explains the work process which is going to be implemented using algorithms that will be designed to support the system. Previous researches have been focused on text-based learning material. What we are doing is to build the foundation for processing and mining of online multimedia data, and put this work into engineering practices. Based on the proposed framework an initial prototype and a classification method have been developed. Our work is just at the beginning and far from accomplishment. In the near future, we would like to improve a dynamic Hierarchical classification method to classify online video learning material, as well as develop a user profiling method to model student’s learning need and context determinations. We believe that personalised recommender is necessary for tailoring learning materials to meet individual student’s learning need. We will try to build such a personalised recommender system algorithms to filter learning materials to meet students’ personal needs.
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